An The French work chosen by the English committee was invitation Jeux de Vilains by Mine Elvire Pelissier, a strange story of to Canada rough peasant life, dealing in part with an old woman's devotion to a cherished goat. It was sent to me to read at the same time as the English novel Faith> Hope, and no Charity, by Miss Margaret Lane, the choice of the French, committee. I found Miss Lane's book very good reading, a picture of the rather dusty bohemian life of a beautiful girl, a dancer with but moderate talent whose one love affair came to a fruitless end and who drifts sadly, as do so many of her kind, narrowly missing marriage with an affluent Yorksliircman, The account of her visit to his home and her reception by his mother I thought excellent. 'I was very gratified to hear that as a Yorkshireman you did not repudiate Tom and his mother. A Southerner I imagine must always feel some apprehension in drawing a Northerner. It is reassuring to have some support from a Bradford man/ But a Bradford man does not always get support from Bradford! Somewhat earlier I had been invited to hold an exhibition of my work in Canada. There were also difficulties, I understood, at the National Gallery at Ottawa; a pressing request came from the Director, Eric Brown, to discuss matters with him at the same time. Major Ney wanted me to give two or three lectures and I received a cordial invitation from Lord Bess-borough, then Governor-General, to stay at Government House. All this was very tempting; but I was afraid the adventure would prove too much of a strain. Nor would it be easy to borrow all the works by which I would wish to be represented. It struck me, however, that my native city might be interested in seeing a selection of my work, and I wrote to the Director of the Bradford Art Gallery to ask whether such an exhibition would be welcome. There came a non-committal reply and I heard nothing more of the matter. Lately, when a collection of my paintings was to be sent round the country, and various public galleries expressed a wish to have them for exhibition, from the Bradford gallery there came no such wish.
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